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Data collection activities

1. **Flow Monitoring & Mediterranean Updates**: total arrivals by sea and fatalities for the Central Mediterranean route

2. **Survey**: DTM Survey on migrants’ profiles & prevalence of human trafficking and other exploitative practices in transit countries

3. **Survey**: Mhub (Mixed migration)

4. **Research** projects (e.g. IOM-EUI study on migrants’ profiles)
1. Flow monitoring – arrivals

- **Collection** of data on arrivals by sea for assistance (primary sources: MoI & IOM staff deployed at disembarkation points)

- **Harmonization** of data on arrivals & fatalities with those from other IOM Missions in the Mediterranean

- **Release** of Quarterly Data (excel) & Reports (pdf) on [migration.iom.int/europe](migration.iom.int/europe)
2. The DTM Survey

• Same questionnaire in Italy, Greece, FYROM, Hungary, Serbia, Bulgaria, Slovenia

• In Italy, Jun-Nov 2016
  – 5 data collectors, at 40 points in Southern Italy
  – Sample with the same structure of total population (i.e. total arrivals by sea MoI) (nationality, age, sex)
  – Socio-eco background, journey (cost, transit locations), reasons for migration, intended destination, etc.
  – 6 questions on the prevalence of HT and other exploitative practices while in transit

DTM Survey Italy = 5719 interviews
DTM dissemination

• IOM DTM Mediterranean Portal
  – Descriptive results released regularly (migration.iom.int/europe)

• Deeper analysis ongoing, dataset released (anonymized / simplified) foreseen for the future

• IOM DTM Global Portal
  http://www.globaldtm.info/
  Includes all data collection activities from all IOM Missions
  – DTM constantly shares info within the CCCM Cluster to cross-check and disseminate data collected by different agencies
DTM Access points

DISPLACEMENT TRACKING MATRIX

The Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM) is a system to track and monitor the displacement and population mobility. It is designed to regularly and systematically capture, process and disseminate information to provide a better understanding of population movements.

Mixed Migration Flows in the Mediterranean and Beyond
ANALYSIS: FLOW MONITORING SURVEYS

REPORTING PERIOD JANUARY 2016—NOVEMBER 2016

13,159 INTERVIEWS WERE CONDUCTED IN VARIOUS LOCATIONS IN THE PERIOD FROM JANUARY TO 6 NOVEMBER 2016 BY IOM IN THE FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA, GREECE, HUNGARY, SERBIA, CROATIA, SLOVENIA, BULGARIA AND ITALY.

Summary of Arrivals to Europe - 2016 Q3 Overview Dataset
Document Link
3. Mhub – Survey in Italy

• MHub
  – works on behalf of the North Africa Mixed Migration Task Force (MMTF) consisting of DRC, IOM, OHCHR, RMMS, Save the Children, UNHCR, and UNODC.
  – collects, analyses and disseminates relevant data among MMTF members;
  – produces regular trend bulletins, undertakes research and organizes expert discussions

• In Italy: around 300 interviews with migrants, refugees and asylum seekers in 2016, see Survey Snapshot
4. Research

• **IOM-EUI** “Study on Migrants’ Profiles, Drivers of Migration and Migratory Trends”
  – 1,031 interviews with migrants in reception facilities
  – socio-economic profile of migrants arriving in Italy
  – needs’ and skills’ assessment for future integration programs

• Ongoing internal process for better **data management & systematization** within IOM Italy:
  – Direct assistance: family tracing, AVR, relocation, resettlement, VoT
  – Migrant associations, M&D
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